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A Guide to the World of Dreams 2017-05-18
in a guide to the world of dreams ole vedfelt presents an in depth look at dreams in psychotherapy counselling and
self help and offers an overview of current clinical knowledge and scientific research including contemporary
neuroscience this book describes essential aspects of jungian psychoanalytic existential experiential and cognitive
approaches to dreams and dreaming and explores dreams in sleep laboratories neuroscience and contemporary
theories of dream cognition vedfelt clearly and effectively describes ten core qualities of dreams and delineates a
resource oriented step by step manual for dreamwork at varying levels of expertise for each core quality key
learning outcomes are clarified and resource oriented creative and motivating exercises for practical dreamwork
are spelled out providing clear and manageable methods a guide to the world of dreams also introduces a new
cybernetic theory of dreams as intelligent unconscious information processing and integrates contemporary clinical
research into this theory the book even includes a wealth of engaging examples from the author s lifelong practical
experience with all levels and facets of dreamwork vedfelt s seminal work is essential reading for psychotherapists
psychologists counsellors and even psychiatrists and could well be a fundamental textbook for courses at high
schools colleges universities and even in adult education classes the book s transparent method and real life
examples will inspire individuals all over the world who seek self help or self development any reader will be
captivated to discover how knowledge of dreams stimulates creativity in everyday life and even in professional life

Convictions of Conscience 2019-10-01
convictions of conscience how voices from the margins inform public actions and educational leadership seeks to
help educational leaders to develop the competencies and capacities required to create socially just and equitable
schools it is for educational leaders interested in transforming systems and decolonizing education rooted socially
structurally and ideologically in hegemony this edited volume promotes the questioning of assumptions embedded
in neoliberal new managerialism practices that often undergird the preparation and training of school leaders new
managerialism in higher education seeks to understand the market forces in order to cater to the idiosyncratic
often self promoting needs and interests of the few and seeks to respond with programs and policies aligned with
those forces and interest this volume suggests that the confluence of context theory and pedagogical strategies
within the field of educational leadership should inform curricular decisions in educational leadership preparation
programs and such programs should be designed to prepare school leaders as both activists and advocates for
marginalized students parents communities and staff convictions of conscience is a call on educational leaders who
are committed to success for all students to reject new managerial approaches at all levels of educational
leadership and is an invitation to expand their emphasis to concerns rooted in human context particularly identity
politics towards this end a decolonizing philosophically grounded practice of educational leadership that disrupts
static relations within the structures of power is required to move toward a more socially just praxis the chapter
authors seek to problematize understandings of diversity and inclusion by emphasizing the integral role of equity
and social justice as critical dimensions of human relationships additionally chapter authors intentionally interrogate
the socio cultural dimensions that affect educational leaders

Dramatherapy for Borderline Personality Disorder 2018-05-16
dramatherapy for borderline personality disorder empowering and nurturing people through creativity
demonstrates how dramatherapy can empower those individuals struggling to live with borderline personality
disorder and help them embrace and control the emotional inner chaos they experience based on current research
into the aetiology symptoms and co morbid disorders associated with bpd and emotionally unstable personality
disorder this book demonstrates the effectiveness of dramatherapy for individuals and groups on specialist
personality disorder wards and in mixed diagnosis rehabilitation units it also reveals a creative approach for making
dramatherapy work in harmony with approaches such as dialectical behaviour therapy and cognitive behaviour
therapy aimed at those working with service users and utilising a range of case studies and clinical vignettes
dramatherapy for borderline personality disorder provides an insight into the potential of dramatherapy which will
be welcomed by mental health professionals

Blazing Star, Setting Sun 2020-06-25
from popular pacific theatre expert jeffrey r cox comes this insightful new history of the critical guadalcanal and
solomons campaign at the height of world war ii cox s previous book morning star rising sun had found the us navy
at its absolute nadir and the fate of the enterprise the last operational us aircraft carrier at this point in the war
unknown this second volume completes the history of this crucial campaign combining detailed research with a
novelist s flair for the dramatic to reveal exactly how despite missteps and misfortunes the tide of war finally turned
by the end of february 1944 thanks to hard fought and costly american victories in the first and second naval
battles of guadalcanal the battle of empress augusta bay and the battle of cape st george the japanese would no
longer hold the materiel or skilled manpower advantage from this point on although the war was still a long way
from being won the american star was unquestionably on the ascendant slowly but surely edging japanese
imperialism towards its sunset jeffrey cox s analysis and attention to detail of even the smallest events are second
to none but what truly sets this book apart is how he combines this microscopic attention to detail often unearthing
new facts along the way with an engaging style that transports the reader to the heart of the story bringing the
events on the deep blue of the pacific vividly to life

Morning Star, Midnight Sun 2018-02-22
following the disastrous java sea campaign the allies went on the offensive in the pacific in a desperate attempt to
halt the japanese forces that were rampaging across the region with the conquest of australia a very real possibility
the stakes were high their target the japanese held solomon islands in particular the southern island of guadalcanal
hamstrung by arcane pre war thinking and a bureaucratic mind set the us navy had to adapt on the fly in order to
compete with the mighty imperial japanese navy whose ingenuity and creativity thus far had fostered the creation
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of its pacific empire starting with the amphibious assault on savo island the campaign turned into an attritional
struggle where the evenly matched foes sought to grind out a victory following on from his hugely successful book
rising sun falling skies jeffrey r cox tells the gripping story of the first allied offensive of the pacific war as they
sought to prevent japan from cutting off australia and regaining dominance in the pacific

Stages of Reckoning 2022-12-30
stages of reckoning is a crucial conversation about how racialized bodies and power intersect within actor training
spaces this book provokes embodied and intellectual discomfort for the reader to take risks with their ideologies
identities and practices and to make new pedagogical choices for students with racialized identities centering the
voices of actor trainers of color to acknowledge their personal experience and professional pedagogy as theory this
volume illuminates actionable ideas for text work casting voice consent practices and movement while offering
decolonial approaches to current eurocentric methods these offerings invite the reader to create spaces where
students can bring more of themselves their communities and their stories into their training and as fodder for
performance making that will lead to a more just world this book is for people in high secondary schools higher
education and private training studios who wish to teach and direct actors of color in ways that more fully honor
their multiple identities

Trauma Nursing E-Book 2019-08-18
learn to provide state of the art care to any patient in any setting with the most comprehensive trauma nursing
resource available using the unique cycles of trauma framework trauma nursing from resuscitation through
rehabilitation 5th edition features coverage of cutting edge research findings and current issues trends and
controversies in trauma nursing the thoroughly updated fifth edition guides you through all phases of care from
preventive care and the time of injury to the resuscitative operative critical intermediate and rehabilitative stages
plus new chapters address unique trauma patient populations including pregnant women children the elderly
bariatric individuals burned patients those with a history of substance abuse and organ donors with timely
discussions on emerging topics such as mass casualty events and rural trauma this is the most complete resource
available for both students and experienced trauma nurses updated disaster preparedness response and recovery
for mass casualty incidents prepares students to act quickly and confidently in the event of a disaster with
guidelines for initial response and sustained response updated the latest sepsis protocols opioid use and pain
sedation protocols and treating injured patients with diabetes special populations coverage prepares you to meet
the needs of unique trauma patient populations including pregnant women children the elderly bariatric individuals
burn patients those with a history of substance abuse and organ donors coverage of specific issues that affect all
patients regardless of their injury gives you a solid understating of mechanism of injury traumatic shock patient
family psychosocial responses to trauma pain anxiety delirium and sleep management infection wound healing and
nutrition tables and illustrations throughout add clarity to the content being discussed new information on a team
centered interdisciplinary approach to care new up to date evidence based information about issues that affect
trauma care systems includes injury pathophysiology and state of the art care for the trauma patient during all
phases of care new all new content includes information on cultural sensitivity care for caregivers and how to
handle self harm injuries and suicide new certification review questions help you to prepare for certification by
listing the correct answers and rationales new current recommendations for measuring fluid administration
responsiveness

Juan Perón 2021-04-08
within argentina juan domingo perón continues to be the subject of exaggerated and diametrically opposed views a
dictator a great leader the hero of the working classes and argentina s first worker a weak and spineless man
dependent on his strongerwilled wife a latin american visionary a traitor responsible for dragging argentina into a
modern socially just 20th century society or conversely destroying for all time a prosperous nation and fomenting
class war and unreasonable aspirations among his client base outside argentina perón remains overshadowed by
his second wife evita the life of this fascinating and unusual man whose charisma political influence and
controversial nature continue to generate interest remains somewhat of a mystery to the rest of the world perón
remains a key figure in argentine politics still able to occupy so much of the political spectrum as to constrain the
development of viable alternatives jill hedges explores the life and personality of perón and asks why he remains a
political icon despite the negatives associated with his extreme personalism

Biblical Principles of Hiring and Developing Employees 2018-02-21
this book begins with the scriptural support for person organization fit and person job fit the book then examines
scriptural support for the four cs of people s work fit calling competence confidence and character finally the book
uses acts 6 1 7 as a basis for identifying the type of people one should look to hire the book covers two
development concepts nomos about ruling in an organization and progressive responsibility from luke 16 10 the
chapters present the concepts from a scriptural base and include composite case examples that relate to
contemporary organizations

Dark Waters, Starry Skies 2023-03-02
esteemed pacific war historian jeffrey cox has produced a fast paced and absorbing read of the crucial new georgia
phase of the guadalcanal solomons campaign during the pacific war thousands of miles from friendly ports the us
navy had finally managed to complete the capture of guadalcanal from the japanese in early 1943 now the allies
sought to keep the offensive momentum won at such a high cost this is the central plotline running through this
page turning history beginning with the japanese operation i go and the american ambush of admiral yamamoto
and continuing on to the allied invasion of new georgia northwest of guadalcanal in the middle of the solomon
islands and the location of a major japanese base determined not to repeat their mistakes at guadalcanal the allies
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nonetheless faltered in their continuing efforts to roll back the japanese land air and naval forces using first hand
accounts from both sides this book vividly recreates all the terror and drama of the nighttime naval battles during
this phase of the solomons campaign and the ferocious firestorm many marines faced as they disembarked from
their landing craft the reader is transported to the bridge to stand alongside admiral walden ainsworth as he sails to
stop another japanese reinforcement convoy for new georgia and vividly feels the fear of an 18 year old marine as
he fights for survival against a weakened but still determined enemy dark waters starry skies is an engrossing
history which weaves together strategy and tactics with a blow by blow account of every battle at a vital point in
the pacific war that has not been analyzed in this level of detail before

Superpower Interrupted 2020-06-09
this global history as the chinese would write it gives brilliant and unconventional insights for understanding china s
role in the world especially the drive to make china great again we in the west routinely ask what does china want
the answer is quite simple the superpower status it always had but briefly lost in this colorful informative story filled
with fascinating characters epic battles influential thinkers and decisive moments we come to understand how the
chinese view their own history and how its narrative is distinctly different from that of western civilization more
important we come to see how this unique chinese history of the world shapes china s economic policy attitude
toward the united states and the rest of the world relations with its neighbors positions on democracy and human
rights and notions of good government as the chinese see it for as far back as anyone can remember china had the
richest economy the strongest military and the most advanced philosophy culture and technology the collision with
the west knocked china s historical narrative off course for the first time as its 5 000 year reign as an unrivaled
superpower came to an ignominious end ever since the chinese have licked their wounds and fixated on returning
their country to its former greatness restoring the chinese version of its place in the world as they had always
known it for the chinese the question was never if they could reclaim their former dominant position in the world
but when

Reimagining Communication: Experience 2020-04-30
reimagining communication experience explores the embodied and experiential aspects of media forms across a
variety of contemporary platforms uses content variations audiences and professional roles a diverse body of
contributions offer a broad range of perspectives on memory embodiment time and more the volume is organized
to reflect a pedagogical approach of carefully laddered and sequenced topics which supports meaningful project
based learning in addition to a course s traditional writing requirements as the field of communication studies has
been continuously growing and reaching new horizons this volume presents a survey of the foundational theoretical
and methodological approaches that continue to shape the discipline synthesizing the complex relationship of
communication to forms of experience in a uniquely accessible and engaging way this is an essential introductory
text for advanced undergraduate and graduate students and scholars of communication media and interactive
technologies with an interdisciplinary focus and an emphasis on the integration of new technologies

Vienna 2019 - Encountering the Other: Within us, between us and in
the world 2019-11-12
the xxi international congress for analytical psychology was held in vienna the birthplace of psychoanalysis it
brought together an unprecedented number of participants from all over the world and from different fields of
knowledge the theme encountering the other within us between us and in the world a most relevant and urgent
topic of the contemporary discourse among clinicians and academics alike was explored in a rich and diverse
program of pre congress workshops master classes plenary and breakout presentations and posters the
proceedings are published as two volumes a printed edition of the plenary presentations and an e book with the
complete material presented at the congress to professionals as well as the general public this collection of papers
offers an inspiring insight into contemporary jungian thinking from the classical to the latest research based
scientific lens from the contents deifying the soul from ibn arabi to c g jung by navid kermani apocalyptic themes in
times of trouble when young men are deeply alienated by robert tyminski panel encountering the other within
dream research in analytical psychology and the relationship of ego and other parts of the psyche by christian
roesler yasuhiro tanaka tamar kron integration versus conflict between schools of dream theory and dreamwork
integrating the psychological core qualities of dreams with the contemporary knowledge of the dreaming brain by
ole vedfelt freud and jung on freud and jung by ernst falzeder opening the closed heart affect focused clinical work
with the victims of early trauma by donald e kalsched the other between fear and desire countertransference
fantasy as a bridge between me and the other by daniela eulert fuchs self other and individuation resolving
narcissism through the lunar and solar paths of the rosarium by marcus west encountering the other jungian
analysts and traditional healers in south africa by peter ammann fred borchardt nomfundo lily rose mlisa renee
ramsden from horror to ethical responsibility carl gustav jung and stephen king encounter the dark half within us
between us and in the world by chiara tozzi

The Genius Checklist 2017-08-15
what it takes to be a genius nine essential and contradictory ingredients what does it take to be a genius a high
score on an iq test brilliant physicist richard feynman s iq was too low for membership in mensa suffering from
varying degrees of mental illness creativity is often considered a marker of mental health be a child prodigy like
mozart or a later bloomer like beethoven die tragically young like keats or live to a ripe old age like goethe in the
genius checklist dean keith simonton examines the key factors in creative genius and finds that they are more than
a little contradictory simonton who has studied creativity and genius for more than four decades draws on both
scientific research and stories from the lives of famous creative geniuses that range from isaac newton to vincent
van gogh to virginia woolf he explains the origin of iq tests and the art of estimating the iq of long dead historical
figures john stuart mill 200 charles darwin 160 he compares iq scores with achieved eminence as measures of
genius and he draws a distinction between artistic and scientific genius he rules out birth order as a determining
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factor in the james family alone three geniuses at three different birth order positions william james firs tborn henry
james second born alice james born fifth and last considers malcolm gladwell s 10 000 hour rule and describes how
the lone genius gets enmeshed in social networks genius simonton explains operates in ways so subtle that they
seem contradictory genius is born and made the domain of child prodigies and their elders simonton s checklist
gives us a new integrative way to understand geniuses and perhaps even to nurture your own genius

Naming Adult Autism 2012-07-19
explores representations of high functioning adult autism in autobiographical scientific and fictional texts to
demonstrate the value of cultural studies towards understanding autism as a subjective condition and social
category

The Boston Tea Party 2014-05-15
this riveting overview of the boston tea party examines the significance of the events that took place before during
and after the incident and examines the historical political and sociological impact on america today the boston tea
party has been a source of inspiration to the millions of americans who currently identify with today s tea party
patriots this fascinating book offers insights into how this historical event prompted the creation of a democratic
republic and discusses the resulting influence on modern political views the boston tea party the foundations of
revolution presents the chronology of events that led to america s first political insurgency the author provides an
in depth analysis of the early grassroots movement of the 18th century to the current tea party patriots separating
the facts from the propaganda and the politics from the policies the book includes original excerpts from the pre
revolutionary period along with helpful maps and contemporary illustrations to lend context to the events

The Language of Doctor Who 2016-11-21
in a richly developed fictional universe doctor who a wandering survivor of a once powerful alien civilization
possesses powers beyond human comprehension he can bend the fabric of time and space with his tardis alter the
destiny of worlds and drive entire species into extinction the good doctor s eleven regenerations and fifty years
worth of adventures make him the longest lived hero in science fiction television in the language of doctor who
from shakespeare to alien tongues jason barr and camille d g mustachio present several essays that use language
as an entry point into the character and his universe ranging from the original to the rebooted television series
through the adventures of the first eleven doctors these essays explore how written and spoken language have
been used to define the doctor s ever changing identities shape his relationships with his many companions and
give him power over his enemies even the implacable daleks individual essays focus on fairy tales myths medical
travel narratives nursery rhymes and of course shakespeare contributors consider how the doctor s companions
speak with him through graffiti how the doctor himself uses postmodern linguistics to communicate with alien
species and how language both unites and divides fans of classic who and new who as they try to converse with
each other broad in scope innovative in approach and informed by a deep affection for the program thelanguage of
doctor whowill appeal to scholars of science fiction television and language as well as to fans looking for a new
perspective on their favorite time lord

Plasticidad axiológica del derecho y consenso entrecruzado
2018-11-21
para la teología política de carl schmitt el liberalismo político está condenado al fracaso tanto desde el punto de
vista de su fundamentación metafísica como del de su implementación normativa en el estado de derecho burgués
teológicamente el estado liberal respondería a un deísmo a la creencia en un mundo causalista regido por leyes
inmutables donde no hay cabida a la excepción o al milagro normativamente este estado es crónicamente incapaz
de adoptar decisiones y de hacer frente a las doctrinas que al interior de sus mecanismos constitucionales intentan
ponerle término el texto contrasta esta visión crítica del liberalismo político con dos visiones que afirman su
viabilidad la del segundo rawls con su concepto de consenso entrecruzado que no tiene las pretensiones de
doctrina comprehensiva de su teoría de la justicia o de la teología política y la de jorge millas con sus conceptos de
seguridad jurídica e individualidad el autor destaca que para millas la seguridad jurídica es un elemento ontológico
del derecho y un valor inmanente que lo fundamenta metafísicamente y lo hace compatible con la plasticidad
axiológica propia del estado liberal menciona también el autor que el concepto de individualidad de millas es al
menos desde la filosofía un freno teórico a las tendencias totalitarias que prosperan al interior de la
constitucionalidad liberal sin embargo limitado en su aplicación el concepto de consenso entrecruzado a las
democracias liberales desarrolladas y desmentida en los hechos la eficacia teórica de las ideas de millas con la
persistencia de los fenómenos totalitarios pareciera que los análisis de schmitt mantuvieran su vigencia incluso
más allá de la validez de la teología política como método de análisis político anota el autor que tanto schmitt como
millas escriben cuando el estado de derecho constitucional en sus respectivos países está a punto de sucumbir

Seelenkenner Psychoschurken 2018-08-20
psychiater und psychotherapeuten haben eine interessante kino und serienkarriere hinter sich vom seelenkenner
guten heiler und wahrem humanisten wandelte sich in den 70ern das bild zum bösen wissenschaftler der patienten
unterdrückt fragwürdige behandlungsmethoden verwendetet und vollstrecker einer repressiven
gesellschaftsordnung ist hollywoodfilme sind durchaus mit verantwortlich für das negative image das psychiatrie
und psychotherapie lange begleitete zum glück hat sich das bild später wieder gewandelt und jetzt findet man
neben dem schrulligen shrink oder dem lüsternen therapeutensubjekt auch viele andere typen und dazu gehörend
unzählige patienten mit störungen aller art neben alten klassikern wie zum beispiel spellbound in dem ingrid
bergman als psychiaterin um gregory peck kämpft sind auch viele neuere kinohits mit aufgenommen worden
ebenfalls enthalten sind fernsehserien in denen es vor psychiatern psychotherapeuten oder menschen mit
psychischen störungen nur so wimmelt
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Knowing with New Media 2015-01-06
this cutting edge book considers how advances in technologies and new media have transformed our perception of
education and focuses on the impact of the privatisation of digital tools as a mean of knowledge production arguing
that education needs to adapt to the modern learner the book s unique approach is based on a disassociation with
the deeply ingrained attitude with which people have traditionally viewed education learning the existing symbolic
systems of certain disciplines and then expressing themselves strictly within the operational modes of these
systems the ways of knowledge production exploring recording representing making meaning of and sharing
human experiences have been fundamentally transformed through the infusion of digital technologies into all
aspects of human activity allowing learners to engage with their immediate natural social and cultural
environments by capitalising on their individual abilities and interests this book proposes a new approach to
teaching and learning termed cinematic bricolage which involves generating knowledge from heterogeneous
resources in a do it yourself manner while making meaning through multimodal representations it shows how
cinematic bricolage reconnects ways of knowing with ways of being empowering the individual with a sense of
personal identity and responsibility helping to shape more aware social citizens

The Art of Co-Creation 2023-07-06
this book illustrates how to design and implement co creation a powerful form of collective creativity that harnesses
the potential of teams and can generate breakthrough insights skilled leaders and facilitators can utilize this
approach to unleash the creative potential of their organizations drawing from years of applied research the authors
bring together insights from the fields of design and organizational development into an evocative and pragmatic
how to guidebook taking a human centred rather than process oriented perspective the book argues that
experience design separates true co creation from other forms of collective efforts and design thinking collective
moments of creative insight emerge from the space between an experience of flow and synchronicity from which
new ideas spring forth how to create and hold this space is the secret to the art of co creation collective
breakthroughs require stakeholders to undergo a journey from the world of their existing expertise into spaces of
new potential it requires leaders moving from a position of dominating space to holding the space for others and
developing core capacities such as empathy and awareness so that teams can engage each other co creatively this
book uncovers the secrets of this journey enabling process designers to develop more effective programs

Reclaiming Accountability 2017-01-01
americans have long treated government accountability as a birthright however accountability is frequently tossed
about in a rhetorically effective but substantively empty way we often feel that those in government work for us
and therefore must answer to us but fail to grapple with the conditions under which we can really assess how
accountable our government is this is especially true with respect to matters of secrecy and transparency in
government as while we routinely voice support for transparency and accountability we too often tolerate secrecy
when associated with national security the government plainly needs to keep some information secret and there
are ways to reconcile secrecy with accountability in reclaiming accountability unchecked secrecy is the primary
concern as insufficient checking breeds unnecessary even counterproductive secrecy and is also deeply antithetical
to accountability heidi kitrosser shows how for all of its influence presidentialism badly misreads the constitution
the book first explains presidentialism and its major component parts supremacy and unitary executive theory it
then details how supremacy and unitary executive theory manifest themselves as arguments for a broad
presidential power to control information the descriptive elements lay the groundwork for kitrosser s two normative
arguments the first is that the constitution situates the presidency within a substantive accountability framework
that entails substantial congressional and judicial leeway to impose and enforce external and internal checks on
presidential power to foster transparency and accountability and closely related the second argument is that
supremacy and unitary executive theory misread the constitution

CEO OF MY TIME FOR BEING A..I 2017-12-01
each one of us has a perception of reality that is shaped by a number of factors such as our senses our experiences
our beliefs our emotions and our perspectives this book draws from personal experiences culture technology genes
philosophy and attempts to reveal a path that systematically unveils the tools to understanding ourselves better
and as a result unlock the potential deep within us if we believe that the world is a dangerous place we may be
more likely to interpret events in a negative way conversely if we believe that the world is a friendly place we may
be more likely to interpret events in a positive way by creating an awareness of how these perceptions of reality are
influential and understanding how our minds work we can become more objective in our thinking and make better
informed decisions technology growth has fueled our communications by helping us stay in touch with friends and
family anywhere in the world collaborate with colleagues clients located anywhere in the world provided
accessibility to almost unlimited information and knowledge at the click of a few buttons improved quality of life for
people with disabilities wearables to monitor our health and fitness despite all these life enriching experiences
there is a deep sense of anxiety fear and tension that is tied to newer innovations like artificial intelligence ai and
many other products embark on this unique transformational journey with author rajeev nalawadi to analyze from
an engineer s perspective the concepts of i me mine you in our lives when we see ourselves as i we are seeing
ourselves as separate from the world around us when we see ourselves as me we are seeing ourselves as a
collection of thoughts feelings and experiences when we see ourselves as mine we are seeing ourselves as
attached to things and people in the material world when we see ourselves as you we are seeing ourselves as
connected to all other beings in the universe how can we transform ourselves to chart life s journey to lead a more
fulfilling life amidst the wave of breakneck speed innovations about to be introduced tapping into the field of all
possibilities is within reach for all of us it just needs to be explored the right way rather than being overwhelmed by
the blast of technological innovations headed our way we can use some techniques to manage our life s
transformations in a way that can instill peace and calmness
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Theorizing Women & Leadership 2024-07-12
theorizing women and leadership new insights and contributions from multiple perspectives is the fifth volume in
the women and leadership research theory and practice series this cross disciplinary series from the international
leadership association enhances leadership knowledge and improves leadership development of women around the
world the purpose of this volume is to provide a forum for women to theorize about women s leadership in multiple
ways and in multiple contexts theorizing has been a viewed as a gendered activity swedberg 2014 and this series of
chapters seeks to upend that imbalance the chapters are written by women who represent multiple disciplines
cultures races and subject positions the diversity extends into research paradigm and method and the chapters
combine to illuminate the multiple ways of knowing about and being a woman leader twenty first century
leadership scholars acknowledge the importance of context and many are considering post heroic leadership
models based on relationships rather than traits this volume contributes to this discussion by offering a diverse
array of perspectives and ways of knowing about leadership and leading the purpose of the volume is to provide
readers with not only interesting new ideas about women and leadership but also to highlight the diverse
epistemologies that can contribute to theorizing about women leaders some chapters represent typical social
scientific practices and processes while others represent newer knowledge forms and ways of knowing the volume
contributors adopt various epistemological positions ranging from objective researcher to embedded co participant
the chapters link their new findings to existing empirical or conceptual work and illustrate how the findings extend
amend contradict or confirm existing research the diversity of the chapters is one of the volume s strengths
because it illuminates the multiple ways that leadership theory for women can be advanced typically research
based on a realist perspective is more valued in the academy this perspective has indeed generated robust
information about leadership in general and women s leadership in particular however readers of this volume are
offered an opportunity to explore multiple ways of knowing different ways of researching and are invited to de
center researcher objectivity the authors of the chapters offer conceptual and empirical findings illuminate multiple
and alternative research practices and in the end suggest future directions for quantitative qualitative and mixed
methods research

Sexual Identities 2017-03-01
cognitive cultural theorists have rarely taken up sex sexuality or gender identity when they have done so they have
often stressed the evolutionary sources of gender differences in sexual identities patrick colm hogan extends his
pioneering work on identity to examine the complexities of sex the diversity of sexuality and the limited scope of
gender drawing from a diverse body of literary works hogan illustrates a rarely drawn distinction between practical
identity the patterns in what one does thinks and feels and categorical identity how one labels oneself or is
categorized by society building on this distinction he offers a nuanced reformulation of the idea of social
construction distinguishing ideology situational determination shallow socialization and deep socialization he argues
for a meticulous skepticism about gender differences and a view of sexuality as evolved but also contingent and
highly variable the variability of sexuality and the near absence of gender fixity and the imperfect alignment of
practical and categorical identities in both cases give rise to the social practices that judith butler refers to as
regulatory regimes hogan goes on to explore the cognitive and affective operation of such regimes ultimately
sexual identities turns to sex and the question of how to understand transgendering in a way that respects the
dignity of transgender people without reverting to gender essentialism

Sustainability and Agile Project Management 2014-06-30
sustainable project management is a new school of management thought and a growing trend yet there is a
scarcity of research on the linkage between individual pm methodologies and sustainability in projects this book fills
a gap through the theoretical and empirical research on the implications of sustainability in project management
and in particular agile project management the book explores three main themes firstly it identifies and assesses
the validity of the application of the concepts of sustainable development in the family of agile methodological
frameworks secondly the research results are presented as an introduction to further in depth research on the
future relationships between sustainable development and agile project management thirdly the book identifies the
competencies that are needed to successful implement projects in the context of sustainable development
sustainability and agile project management will be of direct appeal to academics and scholars in the management
sciences including project management corporate governance and human resource management

Adopted Women and Biological Fathers 2021-11-23
adopted women and biological fathers offers a critical and deconstructive challenge to the dominant notions of
adoptive identity the author explores adoptive women s experiences of meeting their biological fathers and reflects
on personal narratives to give an authoritative overview of both the field of adoption and the specific history of
adoption reunion this book takes as its focus the narratives of 14 adopted women as well as the partly fictionalised
story of the author and examines their experiences of birth father reunion in an attempt to dissect the ways in
which we understand adoptive female subjectivity through a psychosocial lens opening a space for thinking about
the role of the discursively neglected biological father this book exposes the enigmatic dimensions of this figure and
how telling the relational story of reconciliation might be used to complicate wider categories of subjective
completeness belonging and truth this book attempts to subvert the culturally normative unifying system of the
mother child bond and prompts the reader to think about what the biological father might represent and how his
role in relation to adoptive female subjects may be understood this book will be essential reading for those in
critical psychology gender studies narrative work sociology and psychosocial studies as well as appealing to anyone
interested in adoption issues and female subjectivity

Teaching & Researching Big History: Exploring a New Scholarly Field
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2015-08-28
according to the working definition of the international big history association big history seeks to understand the
integrated history of the cosmos earth life and humanity using the best available empirical evidence and scholarly
methods in recent years big history has been developing very fast indeed big history courses are taught in the
schools and universities of several dozen countries hundreds of researchers are involved in studying and teaching
big history the unique approach of big history the interdisciplinary genre of history that deals with the grand
narrative of 13 8 billion years has opened up a vast amount of research agendas big history brings together
constantly updated information from the scientific disciplines and merges it with the contemplative realms of
philosophy and the humanities it also provides a connection between the past present and future big history is a
colossal and extremely heterogeneous field of research encompassing all the forms of existence and all timescales
unsurprisingly big history may be presented in very different aspects and facets in this volume the big history is
presented and discussed in three different ways in its first part big history is explored in terms of methodology
theories of knowledge as well as showcasing the personal approach of scholars to big history the second section
comprises such articles that could clarify big history s main trends and laws the third part of this book explores the
nature of teaching big history as well as profiling a number of educational methods this volume will be useful both
for those who study interdisciplinary macroproblems and for specialists working in focused directions as well as for
those who are interested in evolutionary issues of astrophysics geology biology history anthropology linguistics and
other areas of study more than that this edition will challenge and excite your vision of your own life and the
exciting new discoveries going on around us

Circular Economy: Recent Trends in Global Perspective 2022-12-20
this book presents the advantages of the circular economy as a powerful and inevitable model for tackling the
current challenges against shrinking resources and establishing the resource efficient economy the experienced
contributors present the status and strategies of circular economy implementation in several countries with hands
on experience to protect the environment while promoting the circular economy through legislative requirements
best practices adopted and popularizing the idea of circulation of resources amongst the researchers academia
policy makers industry and the general public at large the book advocates model that consists of designing
products and processes with a view to endlessly recycling them evolving a greater scope of sustainable
development

Women, War, and Violence 2021-07-29
this set of original articles probes the breadth of vital issues surrounding the impact of war and violence on women
globally and examines what is being done to mitigate their effects the story of men s roles in war and violence fills
headlines and history books but the women s narrative too often goes unnoticed this two volume work brings
women s voices to the fore highlighting new scholarship and journalism to offer a realistic understanding of this
timely topic including both historical context and contemporary issues the volumes explore types of violence
affecting women and girls as victims of war and as combatants in and perpetrators of war equally important it
provides an in depth look at resistance movements and peacemaking efforts examining how these issues can and
should be addressed the two volumes bring together a wide range of articles by experts from various fields and
backgrounds to provide the first all inclusive overview of women war and violence other works on the subject tend
to be focused on western nations offering a narrow view of a global issue this compendium in contrast takes a truly
international approach it provides general readers policymakers students and scholars with a compelling collection
of insights from around the world exposing the varied experiences women have had and continue to have with
violence and war

Ten Ways to Weave the World: Matter, Mind, and God, Volume 1
2015-05-09
the idea of an ideological war between science and religion thompson argues is founded on a mistake but this does
not mean that there is nothing at stake for behind the ill conceived conflict lie complex issues about the nature of
mind consciousness experience subjectivity quality value and the like all of which need to be disentangled and
assessed in their own right outgrowing materialism leads the reader through a sequence of five worlds each of
which offers a distinct way of understanding or failing to understand these issues and where god might belong or
not writing accessibly but with a sharp eye for detail thompson sheds new light on the familiar territory of
materialism dualism and structural realism and evaluates the growing attraction of the multiverse he argues that
dualism mechanized the material world then materialism exorcised the mental ghost from the machine and finally
this machine is evaporating into pure mathematics outgrowing materialism is half of ten ways to weave the world
matter mind and god the sequel embodying mind discusses five worlds that precede and follow those discussed
here however outgrowing materialism stands in its own right as a critique of the modern science v religion dilemma

'The Gift' in Nietzsche's Zarathustra 2024-07-22
tracing the notion of the gift in nietzsche s thus spoke zarathustra emilio corriero provides a new interpretation of
this essential text alongside the gift s evolution as a key concept in the history of western philosophy and
christianity the last phase of nietzsche s thought including his writings on the death of god the will to power the
overman and eternal recurrence are analysed anew in corriero s reading of thus spoke zarathustra from nietzsche s
prologue in which zarathustra presents the idea of the overman as a gift of love and wisdom up to the fourth and
final book in which the theme of hospitality and sacrifice are inextricably linked to the concept of donation
highlighting the novelty and exceptionality of zarathustra s gift building on these ideas this book reveals how the
gift of zarathustra put forward by nietzsche rethinks the relationships between individuals based on christian
doctrine enabling new forms of coexistence and sociality to thrive
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The Nature and Function of Intuitive Thought and Decision Making
2016-11-15
this book focuses on the very nature and function of intuitive thought it presents an up to date scientific model on
how the non conscious and intuitive thought processes work in human beings the model is based on mainstream
theorizing on intuition as well as qualitative meta analysis of the empirical data available in the research literature
it combines recent work in the fields of philosophy of mind cognitive psychology and positive psychology while
systematic research in intuition is relatively new there is an abundance of positions advocating more or less
imaginative ideas of what intuition is about ranging from quantum mechanical phenomena to new age ideologies
research in the past few decades in particular by proponents of the dual processing theory of thought such as
daniel kahneman and jonathan evans offers powerful tools to address and evaluate the question of intuition without
the need to resort to spiritual entities within the framework of the dual processing theory backed up by findings in
positive psychology intuition turns out to be the capacity to carry out complex cognitive operations within a specific
domain of operations familiar to the agent

The De Gruyter Handbook of Artificial Intelligence, Identity and
Technology Studies 2015-10-30
the de gruyter handbook of artificial intelligence identity and technology studies examines the relationship of the
social sciences to artificial intelligence surveying the various convergences and divergences between science and
technology studies on the one hand and identity transformations on the other it provides representative coverage
of all aspects of the ai revolution from employment to education to military warfare impacts on public policy and
governance and the future of ethics how is ai currently transforming social economic cultural and psychological
processes this handbook answers these questions by looking at recent developments in supercomputing deep
learning and neural networks including such topics as ai mobile technology social robotics big data and digital
research it focuses especially on mechanisms of identity by defining ai as a new context for self exploration and
social relations and analyzing phenomena such as race ethnicity and gender politics in human machine interfaces

Forgotten 2016-02-10
the tale of an all black battalion whose crucial contributions at d day have gone unrecognised to this day

Polyvocal Professional Learning through Self-Study Research
2014-07-10
polyvocal professional learning through self study research illustrates the power of we for innovative and authentic
professional learning the 33 contributors to this book include experienced and emerging self study researchers
writing in collaboration across multiple professions academic disciplines contexts and continents these authors
have noted and reviewed each other s chapters and adapted their contributions to generate a polyvocal
conversation that significantly advances scholarship on professional learning through self study research building
on and extending the existing body of work on self study research the book offers an extensive and in depth
scholarly exploration of the how why and impact of professional learning through context specific practitioner led
inquiry the chapters illustrate polyvocal professional learning as both phenomenon and method with the original
research that is presented in every chapter adding to the forms of methodological inventiveness that have been
developed and documented within the self study research community this unique book represents an inspiring step
forward in self study research authors from various continents provide evidence of how the i can be strengthened
through the we perspective showing convincingly how polyvocality transdisciplinarity and an intercultural approach
deepen professional learning this powerful book offers important new insights for the methodology of self study
with an impact beyond teachers and teacher educators fred a j korthagen professor emeritus at utrecht university
the netherlands a fascinating set of chapters illustrate the importance of many lenses and many voices when
studying one s practice each chapter testifies that self study and its ties to improvement through posing thoughtful
questions collecting and analyzing relevant data and interrogating the interpretation of one s analysis of self are
global and cross disciplinary this book is a must read renée t clift professor and associate dean university of arizona
usa

Affective Methodologies 2018-06-09
the collection proposes inventive research strategies for the study of the affective and fluctuating dimensions of
cultural life it presents studies of nightclubs youtube memes political provocations heritage sites blogging education
development and haunting memories

Neuro-Robotics 2020-06-15
neuro robotics is one of the most multidisciplinary fields of the last decades fusing information and knowledge from
neuroscience engineering and computer science this book focuses on the results from the strategic alliance
between neuroscience and robotics that help the scientific community to better understand the brain as well as
design robotic devices and algorithms for interfacing humans and robots the first part of the book introduces the
idea of neuro robotics by presenting state of the art bio inspired devices the second part of the book focuses on
human machine interfaces for performance augmentation which can seen as augmentation of abilities of healthy
subjects or assistance in case of the mobility impaired the third part of the book focuses on the inverse problem i e
how we can use robotic devices that physically interact with the human body in order a to understand human motor
control and b to provide therapy to neurologically impaired people or people with disabilities
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International Handbook of Philosophy of Education
this handbook presents a comprehensive introduction to the core areas of philosophy of education combined with
an up to date selection of the central themes it includes 95 newly commissioned articles that focus on and advance
key arguments each essay incorporates essential background material serving to clarify the history and logic of the
relevant topic examining the status quo of the discipline with respect to the topic and discussing the possible
futures of the field the book provides a state of the art overview of philosophy of education covering a range of
topics voices from the present and the past deals with 36 major figures that philosophers of education rely on
schools of thought addresses 14 stances including eastern indigenous and african philosophies of education as well
as religiously inspired philosophies of education such as jewish and islamic revisiting enduring educational debates
scrutinizes 25 issues heavily debated in the past and the present for example care and justice democracy and the
curriculum new areas and developments addresses 17 emerging issues that have garnered considerable attention
like neuroscience videogames and radicalization the collection is relevant for lecturers teaching undergraduate and
graduate courses in philosophy of education as well as for colleagues in teacher training moreover it helps junior
researchers in philosophy of education to situate the problems they are addressing within the wider field of
philosophy of education and offers a valuable update for experienced scholars dealing with issues in the sub
discipline combined with different conceptions of the purpose of philosophy it discusses various aspects using
diverse perspectives to do so contributing editors section 1 voices from the present and the past nuraan davids
section 2 schools of thought christiane thompson and joris vlieghe section 3 revisiting enduring debates ann
chinnery naomi hodgson and viktor johansson section 4 new areas and developments kai horsthemke dirk willem
postma and claudia ruitenberg

Internet Communication Technology (ICT) for Reconciliation
the book explores applied phronesis in internet communication technology and netnography application introducing
it on facebook and youtube usages it defines two pillars for the research dynamics episteme and techne the know
how how to and the power dynamics the episteme explores the dynamics of reconciliation in the middle of conflict
internet communication technologies for transformation moderation in islam online deliberative democracy the
second pillar techne is explored through internet communication technology for the advancement of reconciliation
in the middle of a conflict the book describes the phronetic approach in internet research in academic discourse
adopting phronesis an aristotelian concept and method defined by bent flyvbjerg and exploring netnography for
kozinets in mixed method research design and applying methodological triangulation in research and testing the
hypothesis using qualitative content analysis for krippendorff developing a methodological discourse for
interdisciplinary research using internet communication technologies as part of understanding big date introducing
applied digital humanities
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